Feedback

You received
: a Dorodango
: a Dorodango-base
: an instruction, this feedback sheet
: and some loam dust

You still need
: some water
: a bowl (or similar) and a plastic bag to cover the ball
: a camera (or something else to take pictures with)
: time, patience, leisure and openness for something new

Take your time. Time to reflect.
Enjoy the process and the experience.
Be open to learn and to change habits.
Start to think in things,
in materials-in-movement,
and not in finished artifacts.

You will receive
: experience in interacting with vivid matter
: exchange with the loam
: implicit knowledge about the matter loam

What else are you taking with you from this?
You can record your thoughts, feelings, experiences down here.
I‘d be very happy if you could share these thoughts with me
when sending me your documentation pictures. You can simply
photograph this paper or write to me your thoughts in a mail
since this set is going to the next maker and not to me. :)
Here‘s again the address: thecycleofvitality@gmail.com
Thank you!

The circle symbolizes the time of Dorodango's stay with you.
Please mark the different phases in this graphic.

Please fill this out.

AL/ No. 1/ 11d
the floating
Dorodango‘s name

Your name

The Phases are:
How long did it take to destruct the old Dorodango?
How long did it take to form the new Dorodango?
How long did the new - your - Dorodango stay with you?
: time for the destruction
: time for the formation
: time for being the new Dorodango

duration of stay *

* Begin with the day you received
the Dorodango, even if you don‘t
start to deconstruct it immediately.
End with the day, you pass the
Dorodango on, to the next person.
Please don't forget to put this
paper back in the bag, just like all
the other components, to hand
over a complete package.

What else?
You can (re-)pack the
Dorodango as you like.
So, if you think it needs a
safer or more beautiful
package, feel free to
replace this one with yours.
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